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MILSPRAY® T-32 Rustproofing

Fleet Services
Utilizing our self-contained service truck, 
MILSPRAY® offers an on-site corrosion control 
service where we apply our T-32 petroleum-
based rust inhibitor to your vehicles annually. 
MILSPRAY’s rust inhibitor product is approved 
for use by the DOT in NJ and NYS, and is tested 
and approved for use by the U.S. Army, U.S. 
Air Force, and U.S. Marine Corps. T-32 has 
been proven beneficial in controlling corrosion 
in vehicle seams, joints, internal cavities, and 
at dissimilar metal contact points as well as 
the vehicles undercarriage. Reapplication 
every 6-18 months, depending on location, 
guarantees protection to your fleet.
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Untreated Treated

Auto body Maintenance Program



Wheel Arches and Liners

Bumpers

All Body Panels
and Seams

Shock, Struts 
and Leaf Springs

Mirror Mounts

All Trim Around Windows
Door, Door Handles

and Door Hinges

Complete Underside

Inner Fenders

Stop Light

Tail Light Assembly

Batteries and Cables
All Exposed Wiring
from Front to Rear
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Reduce Maintenance Costs
Whether your vehicles are brand new or has 300,000
miles driven, we are confident that the use of T-32
Rustproofing annually, will achieve cost savings through
decreased corrosion related maintenance and repairs,
thereby enabling you to keep your vehicles in peak 
working condition longer.

Increase Vehicle Longevity
Plan on keeping your fleet of vehicles for 10 years or
more? With T-32 Rustproofing, you will be able to 
achieve that and more. Even one extra year can pay for 
10 years of applications!

A More Professional Look
Rust will push its way under paint, destroying your 
vehicle’s exterior and ruining your professional look. 
T-32 Rustproofing is a body maintenance application 
that keeps corrosion at bay - chips, nicks and scratches 
may have surface rust but with T-32, that is where it 
stops!


